
Case Study: Crystal Glass

CASE STUDY

DeveByte's brand awareness and SEO campaigns
helped Crystal Glass create stronger online visibility 

and generate more leads. 
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About 
Crystal Glass
Crystal Glass is a leading glass company that specializes in repairing and replacing auto 
glass, windshields, residential and commercial glass. Started in 1949, the company has been 
serving the industry for over 65 years of experience.

Over the years, the company has established itself as western Canada's largest automotive 
glass expert with 50 locations spread across Alberta, British Columbia, and Saskatchewan. The 
company is known for providing excellent customer service. 



Key Challenges 
For Crystal Glass
The primary concern of Crystal Glass pertinent to SEO was lead generation. The company was 
not ranked for relevant keywords. As a result, it couldn't reach its target audience.

The company's web traffic was fairly limited. "We wanted to reach to our target audience 
and drive relevant traffic to maximize lead generation," the Crystal Glass marketing 
manager stated. 

Brand awareness was also a significant aspect that served as a roadblock for them to assert 
their authority as the leading glass repair and installation company in Canada.

To develop a focused SEO strategy and create stronger online visibility, Crystal Glass 
turned to Devebyte for help.
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The 
Game Plan
At Devebyte, our professionals specialize in developing a content-centric approach to 
bring targeted traffic to their website. We studied the latest update in the search algorithm 
and developed fresh and unique content for Crystal Glass to improve their  search
engine rankings.

We centered our content around targeted keywords to bring relevant traffic to the website. 
Link building was also a large part of our overall SEO strategy. 

We studied Crystal Glass and concluded that the company was having difficulty driving 
relevant traffic to their website. We devised a comprehensive SEO strategy that included:

Focused content marketing

Google My Business optimization

Backlinking 

Press Releases
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Here's All We 
Have Accomplished

Our keyword-rich content creation strategy and SEO optimization helped Crystal Glass 
rank higher in search engines and drove more organic traffic to the website.

We used location-specific keywords to drive the relevant audience to the website. 

Organic traffic
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 Analytics
Crystal Glass Canada LTD

crystalglass.ca -  Master V… G o to report �

Top Channels Users Conversions

Acquisition Behavior Conversions

Acquisition Overview

Jan 1, 2020 - Dec 31, 2020
Compare to: Jan 1, 2018 - Dec 31, 2018

Primary Dimension: Conversion:

Edit Channel Grouping

Jan 1, 2020 - Dec 31, 2020

Jan 1, 2018 - Dec 31, 2018

Top Channels Goal 4: Newsletter sign up

Organic Search
Paid Search
Direct
Social
Referral
Display
(Other)
Email

11.2%

19.8% 60.1%

 Users  Newsletter sign up (Goal 4
Conversion Rate)

July 2020

2,0002,0002,000

4,0004,0004,000

6,0006,0006,000

July 2020

0.00%0.00%0.00%

100.00%100.00%100.00%

Organic Search
Paid Search
Direct
Social
Referral
Display
(Other)
Email

15%

16.4%

66.3%

 Users  Newsletter sign up (Goal 4
Conversion Rate)

July 2018

500500500

1,0001,0001,000

July 2018

0.00%0.00%0.00%

100.00%100.00%100.00%

1

2

3

31.85% 32.47% 33.39% 5.45% 5.25% 8.42% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

All Users
+0.00% Users

Our SEO strategy increased the web traffic on Crystal Glass's website. Most of the users 
were new visitors showing that the company was able to target a broader audience.
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Most of the visitors come from Canada and the United States. Both countries 
were targeted markets of the client. 
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Acquisition Behavior Conversions

1 Organic Search

2 Paid Search

3 Direct

4 Social

5 Referral

6 Display

7 (Other)

8 Email

Users

31.85%

New Users

32.47%

Sessions

33.39%

22.16%

62.78%

0.24%

1,655.35%

122.90%

100.00%

500.00%

33.33%

Bounce Rate

5.45%

Pages /
Session

5.25%

Avg.
Session
Duration

8.42%

2.27%

1.72%

0.77%

65.56%

48.61%

100.00%

100.00%

71.43%

Goal 4
Conversion
Rate

0.00%

Goal 4
Completion

0.00%

Goal 4 Value

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%



The content creation strategy gave Crystal Glass more online exposure and improved its 
brand awareness. In 2020, 71.1% of the traffic driven to their website was branded traffic, 
which helped them establish authority and climb up the search engine ranking.

Brand Awareness
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Our focused content creation strategy channeled a more relevant audience to the 
Crystal Glass website, resulting in higher lead generation.

Book an appointment has shown over 100% improvement and the new 'Quote form' 
completion has shown 72.48% improvement compared to last year.

Lead Generation
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Our report showed that Crystal Glass started ranking for several keywords that it 
never ranked for previously, including high-volume keywords like “windshield 
replacement Spruce Grove”, “car windshield replacement Whitecourt”, “windshield 
replacement Drayton Valley”, and more.

In the span of a few months of applying our content marketing and SEO strategy, we 
noticed a significant boost in the ranking for location-specific keywords.

The company previously ranked 6th for "emergency glass service". They secured the 
top spot after we implemented our keyword-rich SEO strategy. 

LOGOLet's Talk
Numbers
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Comparative Analysis of
The Keyword Rankings

01 affordable windshield repair Sherwood Park 1

02 car windshield replacement Whitecourt 1

03 commercial glass repair Fort Saskatchewan 1

This table shows the relevant keywords ranking before and after we employed
our content and SEO strategies.

Not Ranked

Not Ranked

Not Ranked

04 emergency glass service 1

05 glass repair quote 1

6

9

06 glass replacement quote 16

07 1Not Rankedwindshield crack repair Stony Plain
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S. No. Keywords NowBefore SEO 
(12-May-2020)



08 1

09 1

Not Ranked

Not Ranked

10 1

11 1

Not Ranked

Not Ranked

12 1Not Ranked

13 36

14 3Not Ranked

windshield replacement Drayton Valley

windshield replacement Spruce Grove

affordable windshield repair Sherwood Park

car windshield replacement Whitecourt

commercial glass repair Fort Saskatchewan

auto glass repair and replacement

15 36

16 8Not Ranked

17 12Not Ranked

glass auto repair Edmonton

auto glass repair cost

repair windshield rock chip

18 12Not Ranked

19 1464

Windshield replacement cost CA

Alberta glass

automotive glass repair
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LOGO
20 15

21 18

Not Ranked

Not Ranked

22 25Not Ranked

fix windshield rock chip

fix windshield crack

commercial glass repair
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Our SEO-optimized content strategy allowed the client's website to rank higher for 
relevant keywords with high search volume. The website ranks on top for focused 
keywords that give them a competitive edge. 

We helped the client claim the number one spot for many of the service-specific 
keywords. Their website ranks as the top result for 18 focused keywords. Furthermore, 
we ranked their website for 18 keywords they didn't rank for before. 



Our goal was to put informative content on Crystal Glass website to drive focused 
traffic to their website. We focus on creating engaging and unique blogs on a variety 
of subjects, ranging from tips for windows glass maintenance to guides on 
preventing windshield damage. The keyword-rich content resulted in higher ranks on 
Google's SERPs.

Our professional content creators produced easy-to-read and valuable content that 
encouraged the audience to explore the client's website, resulting in higher lead 
generation. We used a combination of text and visuals to deliver the client's message 
to the target audience more effectively.

LOGOFormulating a Winning 
Content Marketing Plan
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Check out some of the published
work that we have done for the client:

Informative and visually 
attractive. 

INFOGRAPHICS

Some of Our  
Our Published 
Work!
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http://www.crystalglass.ca/blog/windscreen-repair-vs-windscreen-replacement-should-you-repair-or-replace-it-infographic/
http://www.crystalglass.ca/blog/reasons-to-replace-your-shower-door-infograph/


Tower Optical’s Standing
Among Competitors on GoogleEngaging, keyword-rich, and unique content.

BLOGS:
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https://www.crystalglass.ca/blog/tips-tricks-for-aluminum-glass-door-maintenance/
https://www.crystalglass.ca/blog/how-to-prevent-sandblasted-windshields/
https://www.crystalglass.ca/blog/windshield-rock-chips-causes-prevention/
https://www.crystalglass.ca/blog/fireplace-glass-doors-replacement-or-repairs/
https://www.crystalglass.ca/blog/3-useful-tips-for-maintaining-stained-glass-windows/
https://www.crystalglass.ca/blog/get-your-vehicle-ready-for-a-road-trip/


Engaging, keyword-rich, and unique content.

ARTICLES
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https://www.crystalglass.ca/blog/get-your-vehicle-ready-for-a-road-trip/
https://medium.com/@email.to.logan29/unexpected-ways-youre-causing-damage-to-your-windshield-d1158984a66d


Our professional content creation and SEO services boosted Crystal Glass' brand 
awareness and web presence. We helped them rank higher for location-specific 
keywords, enabling them to generate more leads and improve their conversion rate.

Devebyte offers reliable content creation and SEO solutions to clients spread across all 
industries. Our professionals can enhance your online marketing strategy. 

Get started today! Give our professionals a call at 1-780-445-4359. 

"Devebyte has a team of knowledgeable and professional marketers. They helped us 
increase our brand awareness and rank higher on search engines in a short period." 
– General Manager, Crystal Glass

Crystal Glass Testimonial 

Hire Devebyte to
Dominate SERPs!
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https://devebyte.com/



